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Wildlands best pistol

There are only a few pistols that can be unlocked in Ghost Recon Wildlands, but the best pistol in the D-50 game, commonly known as Desert Eagle. While this D-50 Desert Eagle suffers from poor range and accuracy when used up close, you will destroy any Santa Blanca drug lords that stand in your
way. In this guide we'll take you through how to get the D-50 Desert Eagle, the best gun in Ghost Recon Wildlands. How to get the D-50 Desert Eagle - The best pistol in the Wildlands D-50 Desert Eagle, the best pistol in Ghost Recon Wildlands, located in the province of Libertade at the base of F.O.B.
Oso Hormiguero. © Ubisoft's search for the D-50 Desert Eagle in Ghost Recon Wildlands is pretty simple, but it can be dangerous for players who haven't tried to reach the maximum level as it is buried deep in a difficult area. We recommend taking an HTI sniper rifle and even an M4A1 assault rifle, as
these two weapons will help you take down Santa Blanca with ease. The D-50 Desert Eagle Is located in Libertad province, in the northwest of the country. This area contains an enemy complex called F.O.B. Oso Hormiguero, and this is where you'll find the D-50 Desert Eagle in Ghost Recon Wildlands.
Being a high-level area, it is reported that you come fully prepared with strong weapons such as a P90 submachine gun or an ACR assault rifle. One strategy to help you better penetrate the f.O.B. Oso Hormiguero base is to step up from the east and use the mountains and cliffs as cover. The base is
heavily armed to the teeth, so be sure to take out UNIDAD soldiers, light panels, mortar, alarm, and minigun, as this will make it easier for you to assemble the D-50 Desert Eagle and score the best pistol in Ghost Recon Wildlands. After flying in or fighting from the east, enter the Armory and open the
weapons box to get the D-50 Desert Eagle, Ghost Recon Wildlands best pistol. © Ubisoft Another strategy is to use a helicopter and just fly to the base. Just be careful when landing, exiting, and taking off again as you will draw a significant amount of fire from UNIDAD. Once you have cleared the base or
arrived, find the Armory on the right side at the back of the base. The gun box will be inside, and once it's open, you'll qualify for your own D-50 Desert Eagle. While the D-50 Desert Eagle lacks accuracy and range, it is incredibly powerful in closer quarters of combat and can howly heavily armored
UNIDAD soldiers with ease. If you have followed this guide, now you should know how to find the D-50 Desert Eagle, Ghost Recon Wildlands best pistol. If you're after a few more firepower, read our guide to HTI Place, the best sniper rifle in the game. Pair this with the best sniper sight, tactical T5Xi, for
Combo. Guide to Cutting Edge Ghost Recon Wildlands Tank War Boot Room Comments by Tom Clancy Ghost Recon Recon Recon full of things to love like stealth elements and collaborative games, but our favorite? It's got to be a weapon. After pouring dozens of hours into the game, we came up with
a list of the best weapons in Ghost Recon Wildlands. HTI Sniper Rifle Starting from our list of the best weapons in Ghost Recon Wildlands is an HTI sniper rifle. This beauty offers the highest damage possible in the game. You'll be taking down Santa Blanca drug lords from a few klicks away with these
extremely accurate weapons. To find the HTI sniper rifle, you need to go to the Montuyok training base in the eastern province of Montuyok. Once it's at your disposal, have fun picking away unhappy enemies from afar. The P90 submachine gun for those who prefer a closer range style to eliminate cartel
targets, the P90 submachine gun is worth collecting - it's got into our favorite submachine gun for use in Ghost Recon Wildlands. With a startlingly high fire speed you will rejoice as bullets spit out your muzzle faster than you can tell: Night, El Sueno. You can claim your own P90 by heading to La Cruz
province and finding the La Cruz base found on the east side of the area. Recommended: Elite Pro 2 - SuperAmp The Turtle Beach Elite Pro 2 - SuperAmp for Xbox One, PS4 Pro and PS4 delivers high-end eSports performance, including Elite SuperAmp's elegant, simple approach to powerful
reinforcement and personalized audio controls. Shop Now D-50 Pistol Another of the best weapons in Ghost Recon Wildlands is the D-50 pistol. Many of you veteran FPS gamers will be familiar with this gun by its other name, Desert Eagle. The D-50 portable gun packs a medium punch, allowing you to
take down some of Ghost Recon Wildlands' heavily armored UNIDAD soldiers with ease. The D-50 can be found in the province of Libertad, within the F.O.B. Oso Hormiguero, located in the northwest. Once you claim your Desert Eagle, we doubt you want to use any other weapon, but if you do, you
should consider... SPAS-12 Shotgun While a submachine gun will lead you in close proximity to the action, the true in-your-face weapon of choice is a shotgun, and no shotgun is better than a SPAS-12. You can claim your own SPAS-12 in Ghost Recon Wildlands by crossing the border into La Cruz and
heading to the F.O.B. Vibora complex. The MK249 Light Machine Stacking Fire Suppression is a strategy that will help you and your teammates survive longer in a hostile environment in Bolivia, and no light machine gun does it better than the MK249. Don't forget to collect your own MK249 by penetrating
Malka and finding an outpost north of Icoya. The ACR Assault Rifle rounding off our list is one of the best assault rifles in Ghost Recon Wildlands. For many assault rifle is their go to weapons entering the fray, and we could not agree more. The ACR assault rifle is without a doubt one of the best weapons
in Ghost Recon Wildlands. With precise accuracy, impressive shooting speed and shoe damage, you will grind drug lords all over the drug. To find the ACR assault rifle, head to Media Moon and walk through the La Loma base. Like all other weapons on this list, be sure to bring your friends because not
only is fighting along with friends one of the best things in Ghost Recon Wildlands, but it will improve your chances of success. Whether you prefer to shoot Santa Blanca cartel members from afar using a sniper rifle, up close with a shotgun, or somewhere in between using an LMG or a pistol, we are
absolutely sure that you want to use some of these guns. Ghost Recon Wildlands has a lot to offer, but its weapons are the main selling point. Be sure to track down the weapons on this list because they are some of the best weapons in Ghost Recon Wildlands. Read more: Iconic Sounds Call of Duty Call
of Duty and Good Sound Design go together like peanut butter and chocolate, zombies and axe, or even soap MacTavish and Captain Price. Each recording in the series raises the bar of what can be achieved with audio, and each game offers some new sounds that sends a shiver down our spine.
Pistols are essential in Ghost Recon Wildlands, as they allow players a controlled way to pull enemies through stealth, and also offers a reliable backup weapon in case the player runs out of ammunition for their main and secondary guns. In this article we will show you how to get a D-50 pistol, which is
considered the best pistol in Ghost Recon Wildlands. Like most other weapons that we have shown you how to get, the D-50 is hidden in a higher level area. You have to be resourceful and careful if you penetrate these areas at a lower level. To find the D-5o, you need to make your way to The Liberty.
Once in Libertad, find F.O.B. Oso Hormiguero in the northwestern part of the province. The weapons hull itself is located in the Armory of the base, which is located in the right back corner of the base. There are a lot of UNIDAD soldiers standing between you and these weapons, so keep this in mind as
you attempt to infiltrate it. The best way to come to this place is to approach from the east side, where a few rocks will allow you to hide from the enemy's gaze. Coming to the base from the east will also give you access to the shooting range, which is the perfect way to enter the base undetected. Once
inside the base, there are a few things to keep in mind. The base is overcrowded not only with INIDAD soldiers, but also with two light panels, as well as a mortar, alarm and a minigun at the base. You can take out the alarms and the light panels, power power which is located along the southwestern edge
of the interior of the base. If you plan to approach at night, be sure to pull out the light panels to avoid detection. While you don't have to disable these things, we suggest doing so, as it will make it easier for the enemy to spot you and cause any problems for you. Once you are clear and inside the base,
make your way to the Armory and head inside. Weapon Case for this gun can be found inside, to the right of the doorway. Loot the box and then head out of the base just as you entered. Now you have to have the D-50, one of the most powerful pistols in the game. Although this weapon does not have
the best handling or range, it offers one of the highest damage rates in the game. So if you're looking for something that can take down enemies with ease, this is the weapon's way. Now that you know how to get the D-50, be sure to go back to our Ghost Recon Wildlands guide for more useful articles like
how to find all the Kingslayer files, how to unlock all the guns in the game, and more. Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, wrestling, or rude) messages. This is my favorite gun, 5.7 USG, and I'll tell you why; Like its real life counterpart (branded five-
seveN), this gun gets the unique advantage of its small caliber, high velicity 5.7x28mm round - great stop power, light weight and magazine can keep loads of rounds. While some handguns have outstanding features such as damaging D-50s or automatic pistols' shooting speed, five-seveN has better
stats on all sides than most other handguns by a wide margin. That makes it a great starting point, but let's perfect it. The standard magazine already has the highest capacity for a pistol, but we can add 50% with a 30 round magazine and a small penalty processing that we can afford with better handling
for a semi-automatic pistol. On the rails I would add an ATPIAL laser sight that increases accuracy without flaws, so why not? The 3Dot laser improves accuracy more, but hinders processing, which is only true for this class of gun, so I don't equip it. Only a standard barrel is available for this gun, so we
have to stick to that. Finally, of course, it's a suppressor to max out the noise reduction scale, stay hidden and because I don't have to worry about any fall to the detriment with this as I have ADV Suppressor skill unlocked in the weapon skills tree. This is now the most quiest gun in the game going on
according to its statistics. Here I have already started with what appears to be by far the best gun in the game and just made it a little better. There should be no end rounds with this thing, and with it already stopping the authorities, adding a suppressor makes it an almost silent killing machine. This is the
best class pistol find in my experiments it works very well for me. If you want to build this yourself, all links to find 5.7 USG and accessories above. Please leave a comment on your favorite gun load below and let me know how you use it and what you like about it. wildlands best pistol with suppressor.
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